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I understand that contributions to PANCAKE PAC are
voluntary, are NOT tax deductible, and cannot be
made using corporate funds.
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Federal Law requires political committees to report the
name, mailing address, occupation and name of
employer for each individual whose contributions
aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year.
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Please complete the information below:
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Name: ___________________________________

Name: ___________________________________

Name: ___________________________________

Home Address: ____________________________

Home Address: ____________________________

Home Address: ____________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Employer: ________________________________

Employer: ________________________________

Employer: ________________________________

Occupation: _______________________________
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 Enclosed is my PERSONAL check or money
order for $ _________ (Make payable to Pancake
Political Action Committee)

 Enclosed is my PERSONAL check or money
order for $ _________ (Make payable to Pancake
Political Action Committee)
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Political Action Committee)

_____ I verify that the check I have submitted as a
contribution to Pancake PAC is a personal check.

_____ I verify that the check I have submitted as a
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_____ I verify that the check I have submitted as a
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_____ I authorize Pancake PAC to release my name as
a contributor.

_____ I authorize Pancake PAC to release my name as
a contributor.

_____ I authorize Pancake PAC to release my name as
a contributor.

I want to support those who advocate and
pursue governmental policies that promote a favorable
business climate for IHOP franchisees and supporters.
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Contributions will be used for federal election purposes and are
subject to the limitations and prohibitions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act.
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